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Preface

Way backinearly 1970s asastudent ofJorthang Primary School (now
a Senior Secondary) I rememberthe way we used to line up on both sides
ofthe mainroad to greetthe lastChogyal ofSikkim, RT. Namgyal. ThenI
hardly had any idea that Sikkim was undergoing political turmoil which
would change the face of Sikkim forever. Thereminiscence of myschool
days proved to be so strong that some thirty fiveyears down the line Sikkim
became a passion for meand a subject of further academic enquiry.

Sikkim had been a monarchical state before its merger with India in
1975. During the 333 years ofmonarchical rule Sikkim had been exposed
tonumberofinvasions and influences atthe hands ofneighbouring countries
which are distinctly reflected in the composition and way of life of the
people, including the nature of politico-administrative structure and
governance so designed to suittheconvenience ofthekingdom.

After the merger, a new political arrangement hitherto unknown in
Sikkim was established. The principles of democracy, rule of lawand the
rights ofthe people, etc. were introduced as abasis ofgovernance in asociety
which was predominantly traditional. Apparently contradiction began owing
to presence of primordial beliefsystem andemerging modernity. Politics
neverhappens invacuum. Thecontr^iction became politically viable when
politicaland non-political organizationsemergedand usedthe issuefor their
respective political and socio-cultural advantages giving space for ethnic
politics. Two important arguments run through out the book. The first
argument is that any study ofethnic politics in Sikkimmust involve historical
perspective. The second argument emphasizes on the involvement of the
entire political process, including state policies, for such a perspective
facilitates inclusion ofnon-state political actors inthe analysis.

Incourse ofwriting this book Imet many people from different walks
oflife and without their support and cooperation this book certainly could
not have seen the light of the day. I have the pleasure of particularly







Introduction

BACKGROUND

Ever since the appearance of the term' Ethnicity' in English
language in 1950, the concept of ethnicity has not been only the
subject of diverse interpretations but also lacked universally
acknowledged definition. An early meaning of the term refers to
either a racial or cultural group or even a minority in an 'exotic'
cultural form. There is also a reference of inclusion of 'others'

i.e. different from one's own group, and 'migrant people' within
the ambit of the term.

Glazer and Moynihan (1975) consider any group of distinct
culture and origin, including the majority, as an ethnic group.
While studying the question of cultural-racial identity and
mobilization process in the USA, they view ethnicity asa distinct
category ofsocial process, social differentiation, articulation and
social mobilization. From this viewpoint cultural-racial identity
or ethnic identity may be looked upon as a universal social
phenomenon like the 'class'. G.De.Vos and L.R. Ross (1975) also
subscribe to this viewpoint. Similarly, Clifford Geertz (1971)
observes that the primordial ties continue to influence public action
notwithstanding the establishment ofamodern secular state. This
is so because competing loyalties within amodern state i.e., class,
party, business, union, professional loyalties etc., are considered
feeble as compared to primordial loyalties. Today, ethnicity is
conceived as a social phenomenon embracing anything and
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Sikkim, Jha & Mislira focuses on the evolution of various organs
of the government in the light of the changing institutional
framework from a protectorate to a full-fledged State of India.
Bhattacharya's book, though is a study of coinage of Sikkim,
highlights the contribution of the Newars' in the economic
development of Sikkim in earlier days.

'Politics of Sikkim- A Sociological Study' by A.C.Sinha
(1975) is a sociological investigation into the world of political
elite in Sikkim. The book has three segments - the first segment
deals with the political evolutions, presence of various social forces
with specialized interests and pursuits, The Second segment
analyses perception of the elites in Sikkim in the context of socio
economic and political parameters. His findings suggest that
religious elite (i.e. the Lamas) was not only politically salient but
also in many ways responsible for propagation of communal
feeling in the society. The third segment deals with the dilemma
regarding adaptation and re-structuring of the power hierarchy in
a new democratic atmosphere in post-1947 era and institutional
accomplishment.

T.B.Subba's 'Dynamics OfAHill Society' (1989) isanother
sociological study on the Nepalis ofSikkim and Darjeeling hills.
It attempts to understand caste-class relationships in view of the
growing occupational mobility and effects ofmodernization among
the Nepalis. In his 'Politics ofCulture' (1999) Subba attempts to
unravel the genesis of Kirata politics in Sikkim and Nepal,
particularly the identity consciousness emerging among the three
Kirata tribes namely Limboos (Tsongs), Khambus (Rais) and
Yakhas (Dewans). He shares his view with Michael Foucault
(1980) and considers Kirata consciousness for identity as
insurrection ofsubjugated knowledge". He believes that political

transformation in both Sikkim and Nepal has been crucial behind
the surge of Kirata identity though due to prevalence of
overlapping identities and regional variations within the larger
Kirata groups, he is uncertain about the future ofthe Kirata politics.
Another ethnographic detail on various castes and communities
ofSikkim is found in K.S. Singh's (Ed.) work 'Sikkim' (1993). It
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is the first ever-ethnographic survey by the Anthropological Survey
of India under the project entitled, "People of India". This
comprehensive work offers detail infomiation on the biological,
religio-linguistic and cultural profile of all the three ethnic
communities ofSikkim, including other sub-cultural groups within
the larger Nepali community. Sikkim Study Series, volume III &
V, also provides interesting discussions on the linguistic and
cultural profile of various communities of Sikkim and
government's interest in the protection and promotion of the
languages and cultures of these communities.

The role of ethnicity in determining political outcome in
Sikkim cannot be denied. An analytical presentation of interplay
between ethnic forces and political alignment during the 1979
election is found in Urmila Phadnis's 'Ethnic dimension of

Sikkimese Politics-The 1979 election' (1980). The author has
highlighted on the significant implication of emerging elite and
their ethnic backgrounds in the process of readjusting power
relations. In similar vein, S.K.Chaube (1987) provides valuable
discussion on the effect of various ethnic and social forces in the

post-1947 political development in Sikkim and concludes that
factional politics has overshadowed ethnic alignment in new
democratic setup. He suggests that though politics has gained
stability, political parties have not.

Since the beginning of institutionalized politics of the 17^
century to till present time, maintenance of ethnic equilibrium has
been the primarypolitical goal uponwhich rested the success and
failure of the rulers/leaders/political elite in Sikkim. The question
of powerand privilege has givenwayto the issuesof equal rights
(economic, social and political) and of opportunity which, to a
large extent, depended upon the ingenuity of political leaders to
maintain ethnic balance without harming or causing to harm the
interests of other ethnic communities and endangering prospect
for developmentofthe State. A discussionofthis variation is found
in Dhamala's article "Ethnicity and Development in Sikkim'. On
the basis ofvarious social indices she contends that the leadership
pattern has changed in Sikkim with the emergence of young.
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State of Sikkim: A Profile

On the basis ofgeographical elements and pattern of human
habitation, the Great Himalaya may be divided into three major
realms: a) Western Himalayas, b) Central Himalayas, and c)
Eastern Himalayas, These realms possess certain measures of
geographical homogeneity, including certain common physical and
cultural traits. Sikkim is located in the western-most part of the
Eastern Himalayan realms within the great and the inner
Himalayan regions. From above, Sikkim looks like a gigantic
amphitheatre hewn by perpetually snow-clad mountains. The
tangledseriesof snowcapped interlacing ridges, risingrange above
rangeevento the footof thewallof high peaks andpasses, Sikkim
is aptly called an 'abode of the snows'.

Sikkim lies between 27°5' and 28°10' North latitudes, and
between 88® 4' and 88°58' East longitudes. It has a total area of
2,818 square milesor 7,096square kilometers. The physicalshape
is somewhat rectangular about 113 kilometers long and 64
kilometers wide. It is squeezed between Nepal on the West and
Bhutan in the East. On its South lies the famous hill station of
Darjeeling district and People's Republic ofChina on its North.

The present truncated shape ofSikkim is due to the pressures
and conquests by its powerful neighbours in the past. Once the
territoiy ofSikkim was extended as far as Limbuan (presently the
eastern part ofNepal) in the West, Chumbi Valley (now in China)
in the North, parts of Western Bhutan in the East and whole of
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The consecration of Phuntsog Namgyal could be perceived
as extension ofthe Tibetan authority in the affairs ofSikkim. After
avmg esta lished the political domination, it did not take much
ime o ave monastic influence to penetrate and mark its presence

among the pagan Lepchas and Tsongs (Limboos). Centuries old
p apo ity based on non-hereditary kingship was replaced with

Jieocratic and hereditao- monarchical system. The Dalai Lama
s looked upon as the ultimate source of authority both in

temporal and spiritual matters concerning Sikkim. The Tibetan
merest was served as far as possible while the indigenous Lepchas
niained in utter negligence "mostly confined to the northern belt

^ndnSl-T 'T T to live "a life in
exninifnt' contributing little against the aggressiveexploitation by the Bhutias of the riches in Ld and forek'"^

as of Sikkim as far
Titlia CBihar^ th Tagongia (Bhutan) in the east,
Sin°alila ra Devagaon (Bangladesh) and

<=°"-dering Bhutias (father),

familv he im (sons) as members of the same
M^n'a^s we rrr . other communities,
taxes while th?*^^ ^efdom at apayment ofannual

their title of 'Subba'. For

Dzones or di divided the territory into twelve
LibinfMimr. To Yangthang, Sang,
or adm'inistratnt ™ and Dzongpons (governors
There is no rern°H appointed from among the Lepchas.
(Limboos) and appointment of Tsongs
composed oftwel Dzongpons. His royal council was
died in 1670. '"'"'sters mostly drawn from the Bhutias. He

to Rabdantse anri^" Nampal shifted the capital from Yoksum
According to t^ T ! ® <=°"neilors from 12 to 8.
histhird wife whr, '"Merited its present name from
ofRabdems:SsnTh
with whdm the m ' that it was the Lepcha chiefwhofn the marriage of the daughter of the Tsong chief Yo
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Yo Hang of Rabdentse was solemnized. When the bride entered
her husband's house, she exclaimed in her own tongue"Su Him"
(the new house) which was later corrupted into Sukhim and then
to Sikkim.But, according to Dr. Waddell ^Sikkim' was a
parbatiya (Nepali) name given by the conquering Gorkhas.'"'

Sikkim suffered first territorial loss during the reign of Chador
Namgyal at the hands of the Bhutanese in 1700. The Sixth Dalai
Lama, however, persuaded Dev Raja of Bhutan to withdraw from
Rabdentse. Bythis time the practice of finding Tibetan brides for
the Gyalpos (Kings)''of Sikkim had been established. But the
circumstances under which Gyurmed Namgyal married a Tibetan
refugee girl created unhappiness among the Lepchas and Tsongs
which took the form of a revolt. The Gyalpo fled to Tibet. In
'Sikkim-A concise Chronicle' published by the Sikkim Durbar in
1962, the event has been explained in terms of invasion of Prithivi
Narayan Shah over Sikkim which, however, does not seemed to
be correct. The Gyalpo (king) was issueless but a nun was found
pregnant and the lamas concocted a story that in his death bed the
Chogyal had acknowledged the child of his own. The boy bom
from this nun succeeded the throne after the intervention of the
Tibetan authority. The boybeing minor, the authority in Tibet
also appointed a Tibetan regent by the name of Rabden Sarpa to
take care of the administration until the heir apparent, Phuntsog
Namgyal 11, attained adulthood.

In the political history of Sikkim Rabden Sarpa is notable
for two specific reasons. Firstly, he introduced a crude system of
taxationon landand trade, calledZulung,and, secondly,he earned
enmity with the Mangars. The offended Mangar chief is believed
to haveentered into a secret conspiracy with Dev Raja of Bhutan
against the Gyalpo. Bhutan invaded Sikkim in 1770and occupied
certain areas on theeastof river Teesta, i.e. Kalimpong subdivision
of present day Darjeeling district, and remained sotill 1864 when
the British fmally took over this portion of land from Bhutan.

During the reign of the Sixth Gyalpo, Tenzing Namgy||''
Prithivi Narayan Shah, the ruler ofasmall principality ofGork a
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